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Number
US6665269
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Network

Wireless Technology

US6438575

Network
Network
Network

Wireless Technology
Wireless Technology
Wireless Technology

US6754488
US6674738
US6693888

Network
Network
Network

Network Hardware/Architecture
Network Hardware/Architecture
Network Hardware/Architecture

US6714513
WO0215484A1
US6513122

Network
Network
Network
Network
Network

Network Processing
Network Processing
Network Processing
Network Processing
Network Processing

US6615262
US6751627
US6604139
US6728885
US6608817

Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network
Network

Network Processing
Network Processing
Network Processing
Network Processing
Network Processing
Business Methods/E-commerce
Business Methods/E-commerce
Business Methods/E-commerce
Business Methods/E-commerce
Business Methods/E-commerce

US6633835
US6499109
US6707794
US6510448
US6523023
US6453347
US6693236
US20010054008A1
US6678887
US20010054024A1

Network

Business Methods/E-commerce

US20020040324A1

Network
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display

Business Methods/E-commerce
Computer Graphics Processing
Computer Graphics Processing
Computer Graphics Processing
Computer Graphics Processing
Computer Graphics Processing
Computer Graphics Processing

US20020013849A1
US6532013
US6600488
US6734874
US6650325
US6738062
US6353439

Display
Display
Display
Display

Computer Graphics Processing
Computer Graphics Processing
Computer Graphics Processing
Computer Graphics Processing

US6480205
US6504542
US6452595
US6720975

System, method, and article of manufacture for wireless enablement of the world wide web using a wireless
gateway
System and method for detecting and locating access points in a wireless network
Decoding and detailed analysis of captured frames in an IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN
Method and apparatus for filtering that specifies the types of frames to be captured and to be displayed for an
IEEE802.11 wireless LAN
Enterprise network analyzer agent system and method
System and method for transferring a packet from a port controller to a switch fabric
Secure gateway for analyzing textual content to identify a harmful impact on computer systems with known
vulnerabilities
Statistical gathering framework for extracting information from a network multi-layer stack
Method and apparatus to facilitate accessing data in network management protocol tables
Voice protocol filtering system and method
System and method for network access control using adaptive proxies
Method and apparatus for connection-oriented multiplexing and switching network analysis, management, and
troubleshooting
Prioritized data capture, classification and filtering in a network monitoring environment
Method and apparatus for securing software distributed over a network
Method, system and computer program product for physical link layer handshake protocol analysis
System, method and computer program product for increasing the performance of a proxy server
Method system and computer program product for distributed internet information search and retrieval
Active marketing based on client computer configurations
User interface for simultaneous management of owned and unowned inventory
System, method, and article of manufacture for selecting a vendor of user-defined products
Customizing business logic and data sources by modifying methods defined within an API
System, method and computer program product for allowing a carrier to act as a credit-approval entity for ecommerce transactions
System, method and computer program product for registering an unregistered vendor/product in a business-tobusiness network-based framework
System, method and computer program product for policy-based billing in a network architecture
System, method and article of manufacture for pixel shaders for programmable shading
Tessellation system, method and computer program product with interior and surrounding meshes
Graphics processing unit with transform module capable of handling scalars and vectors
Method, apparatus and article of manufacture for boustrophedonic rasterization
Displaced subdivision surface representation
System, method and computer program product for a blending operation in a transform module of a computer
graphics pipeline
Method and apparatus for occlusion culling in graphics systems
Method, apparatus and article of manufacture for area rasterization using sense points
Integrated graphics processing unit with antialiasing
Super-sampling and multi-sampling system and method for antialiasing

Method and apparatus for filtering network traffic based on the correct channel in an IEEE 802.11(b) wireless lan
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Display Technology
Display Technology
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Number
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US6731298
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Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
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Display Technology
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Mulitmedia and Graphical Interfaces
Semiconductor Processing
Semiconductor Processing

US20020000994A1
US06326988
US6583782
US6505209
US6326988
US6728219
US6393158
US6633903
US20030120762
US6693236
US06410210
US20040027715A1

Computer
Computer
Computer
Computer
Computer
Computer

Semiconductor Processing
Semiconductor Processing
Semiconductor Processing
Computer Hardware
Computer Hardware
Computer Hardware

US6628484
US6696226
US6760198
US6754021
US6738863
US6751718

Computer

Computer Hardware

US6745311

Computer
Computer
Computer
Computer
Computer
Computer
Computer

Computer Hardware
Computer Software
Computer Software
Computer Software
Computer Software
Computer Software
Computer Software

US6677953
US6587888
US6671368
US6584504
US6671812
US6633680
US6732157

Computer

Computer Software

US6735629

Computer

Computer Software

US6460038

Computer

Computer Software

US6446186
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Hardware-implemented cellular automata system and method
System, method and article of manufacture for z-texture mapping

System, method and computer program product for altering saturation in a computer graphics pipeline
US6489965
System and method for digitally controlled waveform drive methods for graphical displays
US22000967A1
US20010043177A1 System and method for color and grayscale drive methods for graphical displays utilizing analog controlled

waveforms
System and method for superframe dithering in a liquid crystal display
Method, apparatus and article of manufacture for displaying content in a multi-dimensional topic space
Virtual force feedback interface
Poly vectoral reverse navigation
Method, apparatus and article of manufacture for displaying content in a multi-dimensional topic space
Graphical user interface system and method for visually gauging network performance
Method and storage device for expanding and contracting continuous play media seamlessly
Method and article of manufacture for seamless integrated searching
System, method and computer program product for pattern replay using state recognition
User interface for simultaneous management of owned and unowned inventory
Semiconductor blocking layer for preventing UV radiation damage to MOS gate oxides
Method for producing multiple magnetic layers of materials with known thickness and composition using a onestep electrodeposition process
Planar gap pre-fill process for read heads
Simultaneous definition and direct transfer of a write head pole and coil for a magnetic read/write head
Magnetic multilayered films with reduced magnetostriction
Shock resistant, high reliability rotating magnetic storage device
Method for rebuilding meta-data in a data storage system and a data storage system
Method, system and computer program product for using an instantaneous memory deficit metric to detect and
reduce excess paging operations in a computer system
Method of allocating clusters of computer readable medium to a file while minimizing fragmentation of the
computer readable medium
Hardware viewport system and method for use in a graphics pipeline
Dynamic software wrapper
Service desk system for allowing easily changeable associations for data retrieval and display
Method and apparatus for monitoring internet traffic on an internet web page
Computer cleaning system, method and computer program product
System, method and computer program product for small-font compression
Comprehensive anti-spam system, method, and computer program product for filtering unwanted e-mail
messages
Method and apparatus for real-time protocol analysis using an active and adaptive auto-throtting CPU allocation
front end process
System, method, and article of manufacture for delivering information to a user through programmable network
bookmarks
Method, apparatus and article of manufacture for mapping physical memory in a virtual address system
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Electro-Mechanical
Electro-Mechanical

Number
US6763403
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Graphical user interface system and method for automatically updating software products on a client computer
system
High bandwidth-low latency memory controller
US6647456
System and method for increasing dual FIR filter efficiency
US6374279
US20030128450A1 CMOS low-noise MR read head pre-amplifier circuit
Transform, lighting and rasterization system embodied on a single semiconductor platform
US6198488
Application program interface for programmable architecture cores
US24015502A1
Memory resource arbitrator for multiple gate arrays
US22010825A1
Method, apparatus and article of manufacture for a vertex attribute buffer in a graphics processor
US6515671
Method and apparatus for recovering an elastomeric material
US6722593
System and method for a sacrificial anode in a kerf for corrosion protection during slider fabrication
US6667457
Microorganism-removing filter medium having high isoelectric material and low melt index binder
US06989101
Composite Absorbent Particles
US25005869A1
Plating Using Copolymer
US25130078A1
Silver Impregnated, Alumina Coated Materials and Filtration Systems Implementing Same
US25242041A1
Tape system with adjustable wrap angles and method for adjusting tape wrap angle
US6700733
Golf ball with textual instructions positioned thereon
US06231459
Transparent template for facilitating embroidery alignment using a support frame of a sewing machine
US06240864
Electrodynamic strut with associated bracing mechanism
US05775469
System and method for improving magnetic tunnel junction sensor magnetoresistance
US6600184
US20040036471A1 Integrated Field Generator for Actuating Magnetic Heads

